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From left to right and back again 

The distribution of dependent clauses in the Hindukush 

Hanna Rönnqvist 

Abstract 

In complex clause constructions, the dependent clause can either precede or succeed the main 
clause. In a study on a selection of Indo-Aryan languages spoken on the Indian subcontinent 
(Hook 1987), a gradual transition between pre- and postposing languages was found, when 
moving from the southeast to the northwest in the area. In their relative vicinity in the 
Hindukush area, a sub-group of Indo-Aryan languages are spoken, commonly known by the 
tentative term “Dardic”. These languages are said to mainly have the dependent clause 
preceding the main clause (left-branching), and that this feature is shared by the neighbouring 
languages. This would mean a breach with the continuum described by Hook. In the present 
comparative study on the Dardic languages spoken in northern Pakistan, complex clauses of 
adverbial and complement types were studied in an attempt to confirm this proposition. The 
languages were found to have two competing branching structures where the indigenous, 
dominating left-branching structure possibly is being challenged by an imported right branching 
pattern, especially in complement clauses, possibly due to Persian or Urdu influence. A similar 
transition between more left-branching languages towards languages with a higher degree of 
right branching structures were found when moving from east to west in the geographical area 
studied. 
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From left to right and back again 

The distribution of dependent clauses in the Hindukush 

Hanna Rönnqvist 

Sammanfattning 

I underordnande satskonstruktioner kan bisatsen antingen föregå eller följa på huvudsatsen. I en 
studie på ett urval indoariska språk som talas på den indiska subkontinenten (Hook 1987) fann man 
en gradvis skiftning mellan språk med bisatsen till vänster om huvudsatsen (vänsterställda), via 
språk som tillät båda placeringar av bisatsen, till språk som enbart hade bisatsen till höger om 
huvudsatsen (högerställda). Detta när man rörde sig från sydöstra Indien i riktning mot nordväst. I 
Hindukush-området, inte allt för långt ifrån denna region, talas en undergrupp av indoariska språk 
som länge gått under den provisoriska termen ”dardiska” språk. Om dessa språk har det hävdats att 
de har bisatsen till vänster om huvudsatsen, ett drag som också ska delas med närliggande språk i 
området. Om detta stämmer skulle det innebära en brytning av det kontinuum Hook beskrev. I 
denna jämförande studie på några dardiska språk som talas i norra Pakistan studerades 
underordnade adverbiala och nominala bisatser i ett försök att utreda om dessa verkligen är 
vänsterställda. Språken befanns ha två konkurrerande placeringsmönster där en inhemsk och starkt 
dominerande vänsterställd struktur eventuellt håller på att utmanas av en importerad högerställd 
struktur, särskilt i nominala objektsatser, som möjligen kommit in i språken via inflytande från 
persiska eller urdu. Ett kontinuum liknande Hooks mellan språk med primärt vänsterställda bisatser 
till språk med en allt högre andel högerställda bisatser hittades i en rörelse från öst till väst i 
området. 

Nyckelord 

Hindukush, dardiska språk, gawri, palula, gilgiti shina, kalasha, underordnande satser, adverbiella 
bisatser, nominalsatser 

 



 

Abbreviations, terms and notions used in the paper and in glossed examples:  
 
3s third person singular 
3sf third person singular feminine 
ADJ adjective 
ADV adverbial clause 
BD branching direction 
BWO basic word order 
COMP complementiser 
COMPL complementation clause 
COND conditional 
CONJ conjunction 
CO-SUB co-subordinate 
CP conjunctive participle 
DEF definite 
FSG feminine singular 
FUT future 
GEN genitive 
GN genitive 
INDEF indefinite 
INFV infinitive 
IPA international phonetic alphabet 
Juxt juxtaposed 
L2 second language 
LB left-branching 
MSG masculine singular 
NOM nominal 
NP noun phrase 
 

OB oblique 
OV object-verb 
PCU perception-cognition-utterance (complement) 
PERF perfect 
PFV perfective 
PL plural 
PRES present 
PRS present 
PRS PFCT present perfect 
PST past 
PURP purpose (clause) 
QT quotation marker 
QUOT quotation marker 
RB right-branching 
REFL reflexive 
REM remote 
SEP separator 
SG singular 
SMPL PST simple past 
SoA state of affairs 
SOV subject-object-verb 
SVO subject-verb-object 
TEMP temporal (clause) 
VO verb-object 

 
 
Transcription systems and glossing of examples: 
The author has not made any of the transcriptions used in the paper. These vary between the 
languages. For most of the languages, e.g. Palula, Gawri and Gilgit Shina this means an 
”orientalist” transciption system, similar to that used by many scholars of South Asian languages. 
For the Kalasha examples a double transcription is used with both IPA and an approximate lexical 
representation. 
 
The glosses used are the ones used in the existing material, and have not been standardized. 
Because of this several glossing systems can be found among the examples. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Complex, non-coordinate clauses in a language, where one clause is dependent on a main 
clause can either be left-branching, as we will call it1 (where the subordinate clause 
precedes the main clause), e.g [tu kíi baáanu thaní], khooǰóolu. ‘Where are you going? (he) 
asked’ (Palula, Indo-Aryan); or right-branching (where the subordinate clause is placed 
after the main clause), e.g mhéeli díi khooǰóolu, [ki míi báabu koó]. ‘(He) asked: Who is 
my father?’ (Palula)2 
 
Previous studies have found that across the Indian subcontinent there are clear geographical 
differences in the order of clauses in complex constructions. Hook (1987:159) found a 
gradual transition between purely left-branching (subordinate-main) and right-branching 
(main-subordinate) languages when moving from southeast towards the northwest in the 
western Indo-Aryan area of the region, as illustrated in Map 1 (p. 2).  

In their relative vicinity, in the northern parts of the Indian subcontinent, a sub-group 
of Indo-Aryan languages, known by the tentative term “Dardic”, or Hindukush Indo Aryan 
languages, are spoken. Scholars working on the languages have claimed that these 
languages are mainly left-branching in their characteristics, very often making use of 
complementisers derived from say-verbs, and that this feature also is shared by the 
neighbouring languages from different families (Bashir 2003:823). This would be a breach 
with the continuum described by Hook.  

Since some of these northern Indo-Aryan languages are known to make use of 
competing branching structures in complex constructions, e.g. Palula and Khowar, where 
one “original” left-branching structure is being challenged by an imported, right-branching 
construction  (Henrik Liljegren, p.c.) it would be interesting to see the distribution of these 
competing structures and to what extent the same competition exists in other languages of 
the same group. 
 
This tentative investigation is both quantitative, studying the relative proportions of left- 
and right-branching strategies within each language as well as distribution by dependent 
clause type; and qualitative, studying what seems to govern the choice of strategy. The data 
consists of complex clauses collected from narrative texts in four different Hindukush 
Indo-Aryan languages (Palula, Kalasha, Gilgiti Shina, and Gawri) which are examined in 
view of their dependent clause type and branching strategies, as to see if Bashir’s claim that 
the languages are mainly left-branching still holds, and if any distributional patterns can be 
identified. 

 

1 This work does not adopt a specific frame work of branching theory. The terms “left-branching” and “right-
branching” denotes nothing but the clause order, i.e. “left branching” when the subordinate clause precedes the 
main clause and “right-branching” when the main clause precedes the subordinate. 
2 Examples provided by Henrik Liljegren 
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Map 1. The illustration of the gradual transition between purely left-branching languages in the south, to purely right 

branching in the north with languages employing both constructions in the middle area (original in Hook 1987:158, 

reproduced with kind  permission from the author) 
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2. Background 

2.1 Subordination 

2.1.1 Defining “subordinate constructions” 

This work is concerned with subordinate constructions, i.e.: “[...] non-coordinate sentences that 
contain more than one clause or more than one [verb phrase]” (Van Valin 2001:133). By “non-
coordinate” we exclude constructions of two independent clauses. I.e., we are concerned with 
sentences where one clause is dependent on the other clause for it to be grammatical. The 
dependent clause forms a separate constituent, but cannot function on its own, as is the case with 
coordinate constructions. 
 
Actually defining what makes a clause ‘dependent’ can turn out to be difficult. Embedding has been 
one common way of defining dependency, as in ‘He knew [that she was coming]’ (the embedded 
clause within brackets). This is the case with most complement clauses and relative clauses (see 
definitions below). There are several syntactic tests to determine embedding, such as clause 
internal word order, clause extraposition, and cataphoric reference (Cristofaro 2005:17). However, 
there are plenty of non-independent clauses that still are non-embedded clauses, but rather fall in 
between the two categories into which complex constructions traditionally have been divided. 
 
In traditional grammar, the category of complex constructions has been seen as a dichotomy 
between coordinate and subordinate sentences. Modern linguistic theory does not, however,  seem 
to validate this view. Several researchers, (e.g. Givón 2001 : 327-328,  Haspelmath 1995: 20-27) 
have argued against this division, instead proposing a view of complex constructions as belonging 
to a continuum, ranging from coordination of purely independent clauses, through several types of 
semi-dependent clauses, to subordinations where one clause is fully dependent to the other. Others 
have proposed dependence continuums between specific types of complex clauses e.g. between 
adverbial clauses and coordinate clauses (e.g. Foley & Van Valin 1984; Lehmann 1988; 
Matthiessen & Thompson 1988; Givón 1990:825-91, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 441-516). 
 
Foley & Van Valin (1984) proposed an intermediate category for constructions that do not fully 
fulfill the embedding requirement, but still cannot to be seen as cases of coordination between 
independent sentences, and called this category co-subordination. This category is made up by e.g. 
serial verb constructions, and converbs, a sort of verbal form that often lacks morphological 
marking for tense, aspect, mood, and evidentiality (TAME), and instead marks a series of 
coordinated or simultaneous events, getting their semantic TAME values from a final finite verb.  
Haspelmath (1995:3) describes converbs as “[…]a nonfinite verb form whose main function is to 
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mark adverbial subordination. Another way of putting it is that converbs are verbal adverbs, just 
like participles are verbal adjectives.” The verbs in converb form within a language can sometimes 
cover both series of actions (rather functioning as a coordination of events, where only the last verb 
carries morphological marking), and that of e.g. temporal and other types of adverbial clauses. They 
are used very productively in the languages that have the construction type, and are often used 
where conjunctions or subjunctions would be used in other languages. It is clear that such series are 
not independent; the lack of finiteness makes a separation from the finite verb impossible; yet they 
are not embedded. 
 
It seems clear that morphosyntactic criteria may not be enough to determine what defines a 
subordinate clause. In this study, however, the focus will be on dependency as in “lack of 
independence”, and on these grounds draw a formal line between pure coordinations of independent 
clauses (where the two could be separated without changing their form), and non-independent 
clauses (a category which would include both the traditional subordinate clauses and the co-
subordinate clauses being expressed by e.g. converbs). Just as with the traditional dichotomy, this 
division is not perfect, but shall fill our needs for the study at hand. 

2.1.2 Types of subordinate clauses 

Subordinate clauses are traditionally divided into three types based on their function in relation to 
the main clause. Complement clauses are embedded clauses that function as arguments to the head 
of the main clause; subject or object. The subordinate clause is a core argument of the main clause 
and can usually not be omitted (Diessel 2001 : 435). 
 
Example (1) below from Irish makes use of a complementiser (COMP), that sometimes but not 
always identify an entity as a complement: these can be lexemes, particles, clitics or suffixes and 
can sometimes occur together with other complementisers to signal the existence of a complement 
in a sentence (Noonan 2007:54-55). 
 
(1)     Irish 

Dùirt sé [go dtiocfadh sé] 
said.3sg he COMP come.COND he 
‘He said [that he would come]’ 

  
Complement-taking verbs are divided into 3 different classes depending on their 
semantic/pragmatic function (Diessel 2001: 435): 

1) Modality verbs (such as ‘want’, ‘begin’, ‘finish’, ‘try’, etc.) 
2) Manipulation verbs (e.g. ‘make’ ‘order’, ‘tell’, ‘ask’), 
3) Perception-cognition-utterance verbs (henceforth ‘PCU’) (e.g. ’see’, ‘know’ ‘think’ ‘say’ etc.) 

 
The situation expressed by the complement clause can be integrated with its complement-taking 
verb to a varying extent. This variation is partly connected to the characteristics of the different 
lexemes in question, but it is notable that there is an overall pattern where PCU verbs have the 
weakest bond to their complement, while the modality and manipulation verbs often have a higher 
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level of event integration, which can vary in degree. There does not seem to be an integration 
hierarchy between manipulation and modality verbs, as illustrated in Figure 1 (Givón 2001:41). 

 Modality 

PCU  

  

 Manipulation 

Weakest bond Strongest bond 

Figure 1. A sketch over Givón’s described event integration, where the least integrated (least bound) complements are 

found to the left, and the most integrated (strongest bond) to the right. Sketch after illustration in Givón (2001:41). 
 
The second type of subordinate clauses is adverbial clauses. These are clausal adjuncts of the main 
clause or predicate, which are functioning as adverbial or ad-sentential modifiers (Diessel 2001: 
435). They are serving the same syntactic function as adverbial prepositional phrases, which means 
they are adjuncts and can as such always be omitted. They are mostly marked by an adverbial 
subordinator, while complements tend to be unmarked or appear with a marker that generally is less 
semantically specific than the adverbial subordinator (Diessel 2001: 435). 
 
Thompson et al. describes that adverbial clauses can, apart from being marked through adverbial 
subordinating morphemes, also be signalled though special verb forms, or word order (2007:238). 
They describe 12 different types of adverbial clauses that have been reported, namely time, 
location, manner, purpose, reason, circumstantial, simultaneous, conditional, concessive, 
substitutive, additive, and absolutive (2007:243). These are also the categories recognised in the 
present study to the extent they appear in our corpus. 
 
The third type of dependent clause is the relative clause. Like the adverbial clause they are adjuncts 
and can be omitted, but instead of modifying verbs or sentences, they modify nouns or noun 
phrases. They tend to be marked through a (pro)noun or a gap corresponding to the noun they 
modify in the main clause, and are like the complement clauses embedded (Diessel 2001: 435). It is 
questionable if relative clauses are relevant the present study. Apart from being notoriously hard to 
analyse and quite scarce in the material, they are in fact modifying a noun or noun phrase rather 
thana verb or clause. We will get back to this in Section 3.2. 
 
2.1.3 Previous typological research on the ordering of main and dependent clause 
  
It is a well known fact in linguistics that different word order features correlate with each other. 
This was observed already by Greenberg in his 1963 work on universals and has repeatedly been 
confirmed since, e.g. by Dryer (1992), and by Diessel (2001) in how adverbial clauses correlate 
with basic word order (BWO). One relevant correlation for our field of study is that in languages 
where the object precedes the verb (OV languages), the adpositions most commonly follow the 
noun phrase (NP) and genitives precede the head noun (Diessel 2001:433). This strongly influences 
the position of subordinate clauses as well. 
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In his typological study of the ordering of main and adverbial clauses, Holger Diessel found a 
correlation between the ordering of verb and object, and branching direction of the adverbial clause. 
He found that OV languages in almost all cases favour left branching adverbial clauses (and in a 
significant minority of his sample, employs both left- and right branching structures), while VO 
languages (verb phrase preceding the object) employs both structures. No languages in the sample 
employed only right branching adverbial clauses. In short two major cross linguistic patterns were 
found: 

[…] (1) either a language uses adverbial clauses both before and after the main clause/predicate 

(and both orders are common), or (2) the adverbial clause usually precedes the main 

clause/predicate. What does not seem to occur is the rigid use of adverbial clauses after the main 

clause/predicate: if a language uses adverbial clauses in final position, it also makes use of adverbial 

clauses before the main clause/predicate. (Diessel 2001:433) 
 
When looking closer at the split branching languages, it was found that there was in fact a strong 
correlation between the branching direction of an adverbial phrase, and the position of the 
subordinator in the same. When the dependent clause included a final subordinator, it tended to 
precede the main clause, while clauses employing an initial subordinator could be found in both 
positions, and this regardless of the order of verb and object (Diessel 2001:434). Instead, the use of 
different branching strategies seemed to vary along with its meaning or function. Conditional 
clauses were mostly found before the main clause/predicate, whereas temporal clauses could both 
precede or follow it; causal clauses tended to be found in final position (but were occasionally 
preposed); and result and purpose clauses almost always followed the associated element (Diessel 
2001 433-4). The hierarchy can be seen in Figure 2 below: 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conditional > Temporal > Causal > Result/Purpose 

Preceding the main clause        Succeeding the main clause 

 

Figure 2.The hierarchy between adverbials that tend to be preposed, vary in their position, or tend to be clause final. 
 
Thompson et al. also note that in strongly head-final (OV) languages, one tends to find only left-
branching adverbial clauses, while VO-languages employ both. They further note that in the latter 
group, there seems to be a difference in scope between positioning an adverbial clause before or 
after the main clause. Preposed clauses seem to have a textual function “of higher scope” than 
postposed clauses, which on the other hand seem to be of a more unidirectional kind, presenting 
information primarily relating to the main clause. They often encode information of greater 
significance than their main clause which often describe a sequential action or condition expected 
from the previous sentence (Thompson et al. 2007:295-96). 
 
In the case of complement clauses, the connection with basic word order is perhaps even more 
salient. Complement clauses function as subject and object, as mentioned above. Since basic word 
order features strongly influence the position of such core arguments, it will also influence the 
position of the subject- or object-like complement clause (Noonan 2007:92). From this follows that 
SVO languages would tend to have their object complements after the main predicate, and vice 
versa for SOV languages. This is however not always the case. Some languages have quite strong 
constraints regarding the position of complement clauses, which causes there to be differences in 
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the positioning of e.g. clause objects, depending on whether these are complement clauses or not. 
These often take the form of constraints against verb-initial complements in an initial or sentence-
medial position. In these cases the complements are generally moved, “extraposed”, to the end of a 
complex sentence (Noonan 2007:92-93). 
 
Concerning complement clauses, Sonia Cristofaro (2005) notes that there seems to be a varying 
connection between different types of complements in terms of semantic integration. She writes: 
 

For instance, it is quite clear that in a causation process, as depicted by a predicate like ‘make’, 

there is a tight interconnection between the act of causation and the SoA [state of affairs3] resulting 

from this act. It is also clear that in attributing a statement to somebody, as is the case with utterance 

predicates, there is no connection at all between the statement and the SoA it refers to. There are 

also intermediate cases, however. For example, a perceived SoA is quite independent from the 

corresponding act of perception (as depicted by a predicate like ‘see’), in that it takes place 

independently of the act of perception. However, a certain degree of interconnection exists between 

the two. Basically, the act of perception could not take place if the perceived act did not take place. 

The perceived SoA is an essential component of the act of perception. As a result, the two have to 

be simultaneous, and the perceived SoA has to be factual and on-going. Thus, the two SoAs are still 

interconnected, unlike what happens with utterance predicates. (2005:118-9) 
 
In short, the complement is semantically integrated into the main clause to a varying degree 
depending on what type of event the main verb expresses: utterances are semantically non-
integrated, perception verbs a little integrated in that they have to co-occur with the situation 
described in the complement, and manipulation and modality increasingly integrated. This goes 
along with the patterns described by Givón above (see section 2.1.2). Cristofaro further sketches 
similar hierarchies among the typical variants of adverbial subordinations. Purpose relations imply 
that the adverb clause situation is a goal, in the same way ‘make’ modals do, with the difference 
that the situation following ‘make’ is surely brought about, while purpose relations do not. “In this 
respect, the degree of interconnection between SoAs in purpose relations is similar to the one found 
with ‘order’, desideratives, and perception predicates.” (Cristofaro 2005:166). She further presents 
a hierarchy of semantic integration, for both the complementation types stated above, and adverbial 
relations: 

The revised Semantic Integration Hierarchy: 

Phasals > Modals > Manipulatives (‘make’) > Purpose, Manipulatives 

(‘order’), Desideratives, Perception 

(Cristofaro 2005:166) 
 
2.1.4 Previous typological research on the ordering of main and dependent clause 
 
When it comes to the region in question, there is rather little to say on the areal distributional 
patterns. In a chapter dedicated to the language group of this study, within the major reference 
work The Indo-Aryan Languages (Cardona & Danesh, 2003) Elena Bashir writes that some 
syntactic characteristics concerning the complex constructions “show a distribution which suggests 
substratal and areal influences.” (Bashir 2003:823). She says that several of the languages are 

3 Sonia Cristofaro’s term for the varying event types e.g. “situation”, “event”, “action” etc. 
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almost exclusively left-branching in this matter: they often employ complementisers developed 
from a verb meaning ‘say’ (e.g. Kalasha, Khowar, Shina, Palula, Torwali, Kalam Kohistani) 
(Bashir 2003:823).  
 
One of these languages, Khowar, which is considered to be the most archaic among this group of 
languages (2003:843), has retained features that have been lost in the neighboring languages. In an 
earlier work (1996:169) Bashir pointed out that the language can employ both left- and right-
branching clause order in complex clauses. The left-branching clauses are expressed with 
complementisers originating from the verb ‘say’ as described above, but there is also the possibility 
to use a right-branching construction ki, in itself a loan, (which in its turn can appear together with 
the native subordinator; i.e. on both sides of the dependent clause). This goes along with 
descriptions of a similar use in Palula, where both a ki strategy and a ‘domestic’ marker thane can 
be used together on both sides of a complement clause (Liljegren 2008:334). 

2.2 The Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages 

The group of languages presently studied has traditionally, and is still sometimes denoted by the 
tentative term “Dardic languages”, a quite controversial term. There is an active debate on whether 
the term mainly comprises these languages due to their geographical affiliation in the same area, or 
if they can be regarded as all belonging to one genealogical branch on the Indo-Aryan family tree. 
Although many classification systems places “Dardic” as a family on the Indo-Aryan branch – e.g. 
the Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2013) data base –  there have been dissenters to the view; e.g. Strand, 
who propagates that the term should be completely abandoned and instead proposes an alternative 
classificatory system where the different subgroups are placed immediately onto the Indo-Aryan 
branch, without the intermediate “Dardic” level that he describes as “linguistically baseless” 
(Strand 2001:251).  

Other experts on the languages such as e.g. Bashir also object to the view of the whole group 
of languages coming from one and the same proto-language. In her 2003 work she stresses that the 
Dardic group is largely based on geographical convenience and should work as a “cover term” for a 
group of languages that have a lot of similarities, including both some shared genealogy and 
similarities that exist strictly due to contact. (Bashir 2003:822). The point Bashir brings forward, 
that many of these languages have a lot in common and in many respects benefit from being studied 
together, is also the grounds for the term Hindukush Indo-Aryan, proposed by Liljegren (2008:31), 
and along with him I will use this term in the present work. The term “Dardic” might still appear 
every now and then, especially as it is used quite extensively in the literature. This work 
remainsneutral in any question of whether the languages in the study are genealogically related or 
not. 
 
The Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages can be divided into 6 subgroups (presented here from west to 
east: Pashai, Kunar, Chitral, Kohistani, Shina, and Kashmiri (Bashir 2003:824-25). As can be seen 
in Map 2, two of the subgroups are chiefly spoken outside Pakistan (i.e. the Pashai and the 
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Kashmiri groups, mainly spoken in Afghanistan and India respectively). The present study draws 
on research on Pakistani Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages. 

 

 
Map 2. Map over Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages, which illustrates the geographical distribution of subgroups in the 

area. Used with kind permission from Henrik Liljegren. 

2.2.1 Gilgiti Shina 

Shina is the name of one of the six subgroups into which the group tends to be divided. The Gilgiti 
variety is spoken in almost the entire area of the valley of the Gilgit River and is widely spread also 
in the rest of northern Pakistan (Radloff & Shakil 1998:1). 

Literally, the language’s name means ‘language of the Shins’ but the Shins are only one of the 
many groups that have Shina as their native tongue. As is the case in most of northern Pakistan, the 
speakers of Gilgiti Shina lives alongside a great variety of other languages. In the Gilgit area 
Burushaski and Wakhi are spoken; to the west Khowar is widespread, and in the east the Balti 
languages and Indus Kohistani are spoken. Traders and businessmen often speak Pashto, Panjabi 
and Khowar, and everyone who receives education learns Urdu, the language of wider 
communication and education in Pakistan (Radloff & Shakil 1998:2). The main part of the Gilgiti 
Shina speakers live in the surroundings of the town of Gilgit, the centre for trade, government and 
higher education of the region, where all the above languages are spoken. 

The number of speakers is unknown. The Ethnologue database claims 371 400 according to a 1998 
census (Lewis et al. 2013) 

 

Typology and grammatical description 

The language’s basic word order is SOV, and tends towards postpositional adpositions and favours 
suffixation, as is expected from an OV-language. Bailey describes, in his grammar from 1924, that 
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conjunctions are used very little, and that “[…] nearly all are taken from Urdu or Persian.” 
(1924:74). Lēkĭn, măgăr and walēkĭn for ‘but’ ăgăr for ‘if’ and ki for ‘that’ are the conjunctions he 
brings up as examples of this (1924:74). He also mentions that direct quotes can be rendered either 
by a post-posed conjuctive particle thoĭki̯, (‘do, ‘make’ or ‘speak’) or the pre-posed verb ‘say’ 
rayóĭki̯ (1924:75). 

In a German grammatical description of the language appearing in a Shina text collection by 
Degener (2008:48), there are a few lines on clause combining. Apart from a number of coordination 
markers, among which one, akhán, in combination with to marks a conditional clause, she also 
mentions the complementiser ‘ki’ that she says introduces a dependent clause containing speech or 
cognition complements, or a “nominal or verbal expression” (2008:49). 

On the co-subordinating side in our study, we find a quite extensive description on the uses of the 
conjunctive participles (CP), which she calls “Absolutiv”, which is used for creating adverbial 
expressions, e.g. locative and temporal adverbials. Since the conjunctive participle is stripped of 
any TAME or subject marker, the subject and its tense is to be understood as the subject and tense 
of the main clause verb (i.e. in this study’s definition, CP-constructions are to be regarded as non-
independent). The main use of the CP is temporal, especially previous or simultaneous temporal 
reference (2008:49-51). The CP form of ‘say’/’make’, thee, is also used as a quotative marker 
(2008:52). Other verbal elements that can appear in a dependent clause are infinitive forms, used 
for e.g. purpose adverbial clauses (2008:53). 

Returning to the conjunction to that she mentioned could mark a conditional clause, Degener adds  
that although to is mainly a conditional marker, it can also have temporal uses, which depend on the 
tense of the finite verb (2008:58-59). 

2.2.2 Palula 

A relatively small language, Palula counts only 10 000 speakers (Liljegren 2008:24). A distant 
cousin of the Gilgiti Shina it is considered belonging to the Shina subgroup. Its speakers are almost 
completely confined to an area of 40 km along the Kunar river in the Chitral Valley of northern 
Pakistan (Liljegren 2008:40-41) where they are concentrated within two fairly small areas in two 
adjacent valleys (Liljegren 2008:23). 

The area has rudimentary infrastructure, according to Liljegren, and the speakers live mainly of 
agriculture, animal husbandry and timber harvesting. Lately the education level has been steadily 
increasing, and with this a growing portion of the population has turned to new work sectors such 
as education or within administration. Some Palula families have also left for more urban areas, for 
a chance of better employment (2008:25). 

Being a rather small language, the Palula speakers usually have some L2 knowledge in Pashto 
and/or Khowar, and among the schooled also Urdu, which is the language of higher education. 
Completely monolingual speakers are mostly very old, a few women, and small children. Palula is 
mainly a language spoken among native speakers, and when a non-Palula speaker is present, the 
language is switched to one of wider communication. (Liljegren 2008:40-41). 
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Typology and grammatical description 

The basic word order is SOV, and Liljegren describes the languages as exclusively head-final in its 
order of constituents. It has a split-ergative system that is mainly ergative in its perfective pattern 
and accusative in its imperfective pattern (2008:55-56). In complex constructions the unmarked 
order is complement clause followed by main clause (i.e. left-branching), but in utterance 
complements a post-posed complement clause together with a complementiser ki also is commonly 
used. 

Liljegren describes that adverbial clause constructions can be either preposed or embedded Converb 
clauses; a preposed clause with a finite verb followed by the grammatical particle ta or a 
conditional mood marker; or a preposed Perfect Participle governed by a lexically specific 
postposition. It can also be expressed through a preposed (or embedded) clause with a Verbal Noun, 
or a pre- or postposed clause with an Agentive Verbal Noun and a finite form of bhe- ‘become’, or 
lastly, though an embedded nonfinite clause with a Copredicative Participle (Liljegren 2008:31). In 
short, the strategies for marking adverbial clauses vary, both in view of marking and position. 

On the subject of complement clause constructions Liljegren describes the following variants: a 
zero strategy or juxtaposition where the complement (always a direct utterance) occurs after its 
main clause without any overt marking; a “broadly applied” ki-strategy whereby a particle or 
complementiser ki follows the complement taking predicate and precedes the extraposed finite 
complement clause; a thane-strategy where the utterance complement precedes a form of thane- 
(‘say’); or a minor ta-strategy where a particle ta follows the complement taking predicate and 
precedes the extraposed finite complement clause (which he notes as basically being a case of 
clause chaining) (2008:334). 

2.2.3 Kalasha 

Kalasha is a language spoken in the lower Chitral, and belongs, together with its sister language and 
closest relative Khowar, to the Chitral subgroup. While Khowar is the lingua franca of the region 
that most of the Kalasha speakers also know, Kalasha is a fairly small language, whose three dialect 
varieties are spoken by only 4000-5000 in total. Apart from Khowar, Kalasha is contiguous with 
Kativiri (a Nuristani language) in the west, a language known by many Kalasha speakers, especially 
in the high valleys (Bashir 2003: 850). 

Khowar and Kalasha seem to have a history of “uniquely shared development”. They have e.g. 
retained traits that have been lost within the other languages in the Hindukush area, such as 
nominative-accusative case marking; and lost others, such as inherited gender while developing 
grammaticalised animacy, and evidentiality. (Bashir 2003:822-23) 

 
Typology and grammatical description 

Kalasha is an SOV language and Bashir describes it as “[…] a left-branching languages which is 
assimilating some right-branching structures.” (2003:855). According to her, the Kalasha 
complementation  structures vary between those who retain all the features an independent sentence 
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would be expected to have, to those who are stripped of independence features, and turned into 
nominalizers (Bashir 1988:266-7). She describes its complement structures as being of three kinds 
(2003:855): 

(a) sentential with the help of a complementiser ghõi, or a complementiser ki of which the prior is 
most common 

(b) infinitival 
(c) nominalised 

 
According to Bashir it is most likely that the ki marker has entered Kalasha through contact with its 
sister language Khowar, where it is used extensively as a complementiser. Its use seems to be 
increasing (perhaps due to the increasing portion of the population who speaks Urdu, where the 
form also exists), and it is not uncommon that it is used together with the marker ghõi, leading to 
double marking with the pattern “verb + ki + [complement clause] + ghõi + verb ” where both 
marker and verb is repeated (1988:279). She also notes that it is not uncommon to encounter a 
complement clause combined with ghõi, but no main clause verb. In these cases the sentence is 
understood as expressing some sort of intention or wish (1988:284-5). 
 
Kalasha also employs a number of non-finite forms, of which some are quite relevant for the 
subject of complex clauses. E.g. the past participle that apart from making up perfect tense, 
compound verbs and similar constructions, is also used as a conjuntive participle, a general 
adverbaliser that conveys meanings such as anteriority, manner, circumstance and cause or reason 
(Bashir 1988:56).  
 
It is also noteworthy that Kalasha does have a collection of compound verbs, formed through the 
combination of a participle and auxiliary verb, in which cases the participle is not to be interpreted 
with the adverbial functions, e.g. ‘go’, ‘put’ and ‘give’ and they are, according to Bashir, 
grammaticalised, having lost their original meaning in these constructions (1988:226). 

2.2.4 Gawri 

Gawri is also known as Kalam Kohistani, or Bashkarik in older literature, and is part of the 
Kohistani subgroup. Like the majority of these languages it is spoken in the mountainous areas of 
northern Pakistan, in the upper Swat and Panjkora valleys. The word Kohistan literally means ‘land 
of mountains’ in Urdu and Persian, and Kohistani when denoting the language, can be translated to 
‘mountain language’. (Baart & Sagar 2004:1). It is the predominant indigenous language in the 
northern Swat and Dir Kohistan and has roughly a number of 100 000 speakers according to a 
relatively recent estimation (Baart & Sagar 2004:4). 

The area in question is, as has been noted above, one of great language diversity where speakers of 
many different languages and language genera live alongside. Among these the three greatest 
language communities are the Pashto, Gujari, and Khowar. More or less every male Gawri speaker 
is also proficient in Pashto, and among the educated Urdu is also known and used (Baart & Sagar 
2004:4). The education level is low in the area and it is estimated that less than 10% of the male 
population and “very few women” have received education (Baart & Sagar 2004:7). 
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Typology and grammatical description 

Gawri has basic SOV word order, and is, as is the typical case for OV-languages, strongly 
suffixating and prefers postpositions to prepositions. Baart describes it as “overwhelmingly verb 
final” (1999:20). He further writes that complex constructions can be expressed by e.g. the 
Conjunctive Participle (CP); it can either occur in combination with a finite verb, making up a 
complex verb, as they call it, or be used in complex construction with several independent clauses 
(1999:109,139). These clauses fit this study’s criteria for co-subordinate clauses, rather than 
independent. Baart describes them as creating a sequence of events, often several CP-verbs after 
each other, followed by a final finite verb. They mainly describe coordinate events, it seems 
(1999:140-1), but can sometimes occur followed by an element taka or täy “that is most likely a 
conjunction” which implies that the event expressed by the CP is completed before the event 
described in the remainder of the sentence (1999:142). Such a use, in combination with the 
conjunction, would possibly rather make the CP a temporal adverbial clause. 

Apart from the CP-constructions, Baart describes several non-finite dependent clause constructions: 
infinitival, perfective adjectival participles, and imperfective adverbial participles (1999:143). As 
well as a number of finite constructions, formed through the use of a number of complementisers 
such the intial-occurring ū~, roughly translatable by ‘that’ (1999:144), the reported speech-markers 
äro and är (with the variation märo in first person reported speech), where the previous precede the 
quotation and the latter sometimes, but not always, follows it. Utterance complements can also be 
expressed following a speech-verb and the previously mentioned complementiser /u~/ (1999:147-
8). It seems common that reported speech is delivered mainly through the reported speech-markers 
without any speech-verb, sometimes, but not always, preceded by a noun or pronoun of the speaker. 
Baart includes these cases in her chapter on complex constructions, thus, as it seems, considering 
there to be an implicit, elided main clause present. This is probably a suitable treatment of the 
clauses, but for the present study, where the interest is the dependent clause’s relative position to 
the nucleus of the main clause (the main verb), we will have to exclude these cases of reported 
speech from our data, as we cannot know for sure where the potential elided verb would be placed. 
This reasoning will be developed in section 3.2.2. 

The clause-final subordinator to signals that the clause preceding it is dependent on something else. 
Mostly this is a subsequent main clause for which the subordinate clause is specifying the time or 
condition. If to instead is followed by a noun phrase, the preceding clause instead specifies the noun 
phrase, and is thus to be interpreted as a relative clause. To can thus mark the end of and adverbial 
or a relative clause depending on what it precedes (1999: 149). 

Some markers that are mainly used as coordinations can in some cases be used together with 
subordinate clauses, e.g. the marker kō, that can be used for introducing dependent clauses 
expressing doubt, uncertainty or hypothetical conditions, sometimes in form of a hypothetical 
complement of a perception verb, and sometimes in form of a conditional adverbial clause 
(1999:156). 
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3. Method 

3.1 Data 

The data in the study is drawn from narrative texts from four different Hindukush Indo-Aryan 
languages spoken in northern Pakistan. This small sample has the advantage of covering several 
varieties of the language group, including three out of the four subgroups among the Hindukush 
languages spoken in the geographical area of our interest. Two of them, Gilgiti Shina and Palula, 
are considered part of the same subgroup but have by experts on the varieties been deemed different 
enough to be of interest as separate languages; albeit related they are quite different and not 
mutually intelligible (Henrik Liljegren, p.c). Since the focus of this study is the geographical 
distribution of the order of main and dependent clause, it is less crucial that all subgroups are 
represented in this study compared to a study focusing on the distribution within the whole 
Hindukush Indo-Aryan group. The two related languages in question are furthermore spoken in 
quite different areas which will help us cover a wider geographical range between east and west, as 
can be seen in Map 3  below. 
 

 
Map 3. The geographical distribution of the sample languages. Used with kind permission from Henrik Liljegren. 
 
The data in the study consists of interlinear glossed narrative texts in four Hindukush Indo-Aryan 
languages spoken in Pakistan (i.e. Palula, Kalasha, Gilgiti Shina, and Gawri). The collection is a 
convenience sample. The texts have been made accessible by Henrik Liljegren, who through his 
contacts with researchers and native speakers of the languages has managed to collect a text corpus 
for the languages. Despite being convenient, the texts in our corpus turned out to be a quite 
satisfying comparable sample; it consists of stories and journey retellings, in the cases of all four 
languages collected during the late 90’s and early 2000’s. They have all received interlinear 
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glossing made by trained linguists and experts on the languages, in general the person who has 
collected the text. The present study does thus not make any new analysis of the material but is 
using the grammatical analysis provided. 
 
To further describe the sources of the texts, we can see that the Kalasha texts were collected in the 
late 90’s and early 2000’s. The Palula texts were also from the early 2000’s, as was the Gawri 
material. The Gilgiti Shina texts were also collected in the late 90’s, with the only difference being 
that the transcribed stories were told by a grandmother of the person transcribing them. This could 
perhaps mean that the narratives, although collected around the same time as the previous texts, are 
told with a language variety more typical for an older person at the time. Both the Gilgiti Shina and 
the Gawri material stems from printed text collections (Radloff & Shakil 1998; Baart & Sagar 
2004). The Kalasha and Palula material are presently unpublished texts collected by Jan Heegård 
and Henrik Liljegren respectively, used with their permission. 
 
Apart from the narratives the study did also include grammatical descriptions to the varying extent 
these treated the subject of complex constructions. For some languages there were only partial and 
sometimes slightly aged grammatical descriptions; for others there exist quite extensive grammars. 

3.2 Method 

3.2.1 Data collection 

For the quantitative part of the study, a somewhat equal number of sentences, roughly 140 from 
each language, were collected. This was done in a way that attempted to simulate a somewhat 
randomised choice; every language was represented by at least two texts, and the complex 
constructions were collected in the order of appearance from top to bottom. An equal number of 
sentences from each language were collected, and at least two texts were represented in each 
language. This was done in order to avoid the repetitions that sometimes occur in narrative story 
types. The possibility of any automatic data searches for specific constructions was excluded, as 
this could have skewed the result by e.g. finding all occurrences of a certain adverbial type that 
might be in fact very rare in the language, and thus over-appreciate the construction type it would 
represent. 
 
The interlinear analysis of every sentence was studied, the complexity of the sentences were judged 
as either 1 (simple clauses), 2 (coordinate events and co-subordinate events), or 3 (cases of fully 
subordinate clause constructions). The sentences were then introduced in a table; labelled; and 
tagged for type, subtype, and branching direction. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1 on 
page 19.  
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Identifying the complex constructions and their respective types and sub-types was a qualitative 
process, since it had to be done manually by studying the data one sentence at a time. Sometimes 
the interlinear transcriptions were enough to divide the sentences into the different types, while 
sometimes it had to be done by consulting grammatical descriptions or through systematic 
comparison with other examples. 
 

Text ID C Type Type 2 Form/construction Bd 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.4 3 COMPL purpose INFV LB 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.5.1 3 REL -- SMPL PST, juxt. (LB) 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.5.2 3 COMPL PCU (utt. indir) PRS PFCT LB 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.6 1 SIMPLE --  -- 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.7 3 COMPL PCU (perc.) FUT + CONJ ‘to' RB 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.8 3 COMPL cognition [COMPL] + cogn-verb LB 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.9 3 COMPL PCU (perc.) CONJ 'to' RB 
The Story of Hopoti … 8.10 2 CO-SUB sequence CP LB 

 

Figure 1. Excerpt of Gilgiti Shina table. C stands for ‘Complexity’, Bd for ‘Branching direction’. (Since the Relative 

clause, as well as the Simple and pure Coordinate clause are not relevant for the present study they have not been 

analysed in detail.) 

3.2.2 Methodological problems during data collection 

How to handle the continuum problem? 

As discussed in section 2.1.1 it makes more sense to regard the distinction between coordinate and 
subordinate clauses as a continuum rather than a binary distinction. E.g. Liljegren repeats this in his 
description of Palula, and also employs the co-subordinate category discussed above (2008:299). In 
the co-subordinate category he includes chained clauses (both with the same and two different 
subjects) that typically are constructed with the help of a series of converbs followed by a single 
final clause. 

As we have seen in the argumentation put forward by Cristofaro, discussed in section 2.1.1, this 
type of clauses cannot be seen as independent clauses, since they are non-finite in their construction 
and cannot stand on their own if separated from the final verb in the sequence. At the same time 
they are non-embedded, and often denotes what in translation to e.g. English would be typical 
sequences of separate, coordinate events and thus independent. 

This is not always the case, however, and as Liljegren puts it in the example of Palula: “it is not 
always very obvious when to draw the line between such semi-independent chained clauses which 
to a larger extent are interpretable as adverbial and dependent vis-à-vis one particular main clause.” 
(2008: 313-4). On these grounds we cannot reject co-subordinate constructions as non-subordinate. 
Co-subordinate (co-sub in the Figure 1 above) clauses were thus analysed in view of their clause 
order, while pure coordinations of two independent finite clauses naturally were not. 
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The relative clauses 

In section 2.1.2 three basic types of subordinate clauses were defined, among which one: relative 
clauses, received less focus than the other categories.  It is questionable if relative clauses do at all 
behave in the same way as other subordinate clauses, given that they are an adjunct to a noun 
phrase, and not to a verb or verbal clause. In this study, where the interest is where a dependent 
clause is placed with reference to its main clause (or, more particularly the verb phrase of the 
same), a clause governed by a noun phrase is of dubious interest. 

It also has to be pointed out that this in part is a convenience decision for the group of languages 
in question. Relative clauses are notoriously hard to identify in some languages, as they, apart from 
being few also vary a lot in their construction. Liljegren points this out for Palula (2008:349). The 
examples of relative clauses found in the data would also have been too few to draw any significant 
conclusions on their branching pattern. 

Implicit or elided main clauses 

As stated in section 2.2.4, there are sometimes, especially in the Gawri sample, a number of 
sentences that are marked as a direct utterance through a reported speech marker (QUOT), but 
which lacks a say- or speak-verb, and sometimes also an agent. I.e. sometimes the ‘main clause’ 
consists of a pronoun followed by the marker and an utterance “complement”, as seen in example 
(2) (from Baart & Sagar 1999:147): 
 
(2) Gawri 

 
 

 

 
Other times there seems to be no overt main clause, the QUOT-markers being the only thing 
marking the sentence as reported speech example (3) (from Baart & Sagar 1999:148) : 
 
(3)  Gawri 

 
 
Baart & Sagar do, as has been seen above include these sentences in their chapter on complex 
constructions, which implies that they are considering there to be an elided main clause or main 
verb in the sentence. This is perhaps a correct analysis but makes it impossible to introduce these 
clauses into our data, as the interest is where the clause is placed in relation to the main clause verb. 
These cases of reported speech (where a speech verb is lacking) are thus excluded from our 
analysis, as the position of the potential elided or implicit verb is unknown. From this follows that 
the utterance complements are scarce in the Gawri data compared to the other languages. 
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3.2.3 Data handling 

 
Once an equal portion of 140 sentences from each had been analysed, the relative proportions of 
left- and right-branching complex constructions within each language was calculated, as well as the 
relative proportions within the different types of dependent clauses, i.e. adverbial clauses and 
complement clauses. The resulting percentages were plotted into a woorksheet for an easy over 
view of the proportions (examples can be seen in section 4). 
 
The second part of the study was more qualitative, studying how, apart from their relative left-right-
branching proportions, the different types of dependent clauses were used, and what types of 
complements favoured certain branching types. This could not be done using only quantitative 
methods, as the occurrences of certain clause types were too few to be significant, but that in view 
of the background research still could turn out to be interesting. The resulting analysis was then 
compared to the patterns observed in the surrounding area, as well as with the existing theories on 
subordination and branching direction. 
 
The relative amounts were then tested for significance through a non-parametrical chi2 test using 
the statistical analysis tool SPSS4. 
 

4 IBM Corp. Released 2012. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp 
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4. Results 

As can be seen in Table 1, the relative amounts of 
LB constructions vary between the four 
languages and within the dependent clause types. 
While Shina is highly left-branching, barely 
allowing any right-branching adverbial 
constructions at all, Gawri allows for much more 
right-branching complements clauses. Palula and 
Kalasha are in their turn more prone to using RB 
constructions over all compared to the others. In 
Figure 3 at the bottom of this page you can see a 
circle diagram over the total proportion of all 
dependent clauses (adverbial, complement and 
co-subordinate clauses together). 
 

 
Looking only at the relative proportions of adverbial 
and complement clauses in Table 1 above, it might 
seem as if the total of left-branching clauses is 
exaggerated in Palula, as compared to Gawri. This is 
due to quite large differences in the languages’ usage 
of the co-sub constructions that to a large extent are 
left-branching. This can be overviewed in Table 2 
below, where both the proportions of co-sub 
constructions as well as the category’s relative 
proportion of left-branching constructions are shown.  
The co-sub constructions described here are thus 

clauses that express events that are happening seemingly simultaneous to the events in the main 
clause (what would often be regarded as coordinate events), but where the clauses would be 
ungrammatical without its main clause. 

Figure 3. The relative proportions of left- and right branching dependent clauses – total – in (from left to right) Shina, 

Gawri, Kalasha, and Palula. Light: left-branching, dark: right-branching. 

  TOTAL % 
LB 

ADV % 
LB 

COMPL 
% LB 

Shina 88% 97% 62% 
Gawri 83% 75% 25% 
Palula 69% 78% 24% 
Kalasha 69% 81% 50%  

 
Table 1. The relative amounts of left-branching 

constructions (LB) within each language of the total 

amount of complex constructions, as well as the amount 

of LB constructions withing the adverbial clauses, and 

within the complement clauses respectively 
 

  TOTAL % 
CO-SUB 

% LB 
CO-SUB 

Shina 41% 100% 
Gawri 58% 98% 
Palula 31% 97% 
Kalasha 17% 100% 

 
Table 2. The relative amounts of co-sub 

constructions within each language, as well as 

proportion of left-branching co-sub constructions 
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Turning our eyes to the total of left-branching complement clauses it seems clear that Palula and 
Gawri, quite strikingly, have a minority of LB-clauses. Shina is the only language employing a 
majority of left-branching complement clause constructions. Among the adverbial clauses the left-
branching constructions prevail in all languages, but less in both Gawri and Palula. The distinct 
differences in what type of branching structures the different categories allow for is possibly easier 
to envisage with the help of a diagram, as in Figure 4, where we can see both the proportions of 
Adverbial and Complement clauses. Note that the co-subordinate events are not included in the 
Figure 4, and as before, the proportions of left-branching structures are shown: 
 
 

 
 
 
A chi2 test was performed on the different categories ‘Total’, ‘Complement clauses’ and ‘Adverbial 
clauses’, as to make sure that the observed differences between the languages are significant 
differences and not due to chance (i.e. reject the null hypothesis). 
 
•  For the total it was found that the differences were significant at a p < 0.05 level. With a chi2 

statistic at 14.8469 the p-value was 0.001952. 
• Also for the differences between the complement clauses the results were significant at p < 

0.05. The chi2 statistic was 10.6475 with a p-value of 0.013793.  
• For the difference between adverbial clauses the level of significance p < 0.05 was not 

reached. With a chi2 statistic at 6.6041, the p-value was 0.085645. 
The number of degrees of freedom was 3 in all cases. 

 
It might be good to keep in mind that the statistical results of the Total may be biased, e.g. due to a 
slight overrepresentation of adverbial clauses in our sample compared to complement clauses. To 
investigate further, more sophisticated statistical methods can be used, but to yield any significant 
results, more observations will be needed.  
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When taking a closer look at the different types of adverbial and complement clauses we 
encountered in our sample, we find that the presumed random sample had left us with no or very 
few occurrences for some of the categories. This was only to be expected and a natural consequence 
from not looking specifically for certain clause types (which possibly would have skewed the total 
by granting a specific type too much importance in the overall data). The dependent clause types for 
which we do have enough data to at least make an  un-tested  statement can be seen in Table 3 
below. Note that these numbers are not significant, as can be seen by the sometimes scarce 
occurrences. E.g. the temporal categories were represented by occurrences ranging between 6 and 
18. It is possible that with a collection of 200 temporal adverbial clauses from each language the 
percentages would differ. Still, we could assume that temporal clauses in a majority of the cases 
tend to be expressed through left-branching strategies. We are thus dealing with very small datasets 
when studying the different dependent clause types and these numbers’ importance should not be 
exaggerated. 
 

  COND TEMP PURP PCU 
Shina 3/3 18/18 5/5 18/29 
Gawri 2/2 6/6 1/1 2/8 
Palula 3/3 13/13 n/a 2/22 
Kalasha 2/2 12/12 2/5 10/25 
 

Table 3. The occurrences of left-branching structures within each language 

divided by type. Proportions. (Non-significant numbers). 
 

 
 
We quickly notice that in both the case of Conditional and Temporal adverbial clauses only left-
branching constructions were encountered. This is the case for all languages. It does thus seem as if  
these constructions, judging from our very small data set, are mainly left-branching.  
 
It is in the category of complements, more precisely the PCU complements, the main source of 
variation in the total proportions on the previous page can be found. As we can see in Table 2 
Palula is almost completely right branching in the category of PCU complements, while as Gawri 
and Kalasha are far less extreme in this respect, and Shina has a majority left-branching PCU-
complements. These differences are also significant with a chi-square statistic is 15.5357, 
generating a p-value of 0.001412 which is significant at p < 0.05 with 3 df. 
 
If we take a closer look at the complement type for which we have the most data, utterance 
complements, we find the following (see Figure 5 on the next page – absolute number of 
occurrences are printed inside the diagrams): Shina is 74% left-branching, while Palula stops at 
14% and seems to be mainly right-branching. It also seems as if Palula is the outlier in this 
comparison, far more right-branching than both Shina and Kalasha. Gawri also stands out; not in 
view of its branching-direction but in that utterances are mainly expressed through non-verbal 
quotation and whose branching structures thus are insignificant in comparison to this strategy. Also 
these differences between the languages reject the null hypothesis. The chi-square statistic is 
14.5033, which generated a p-value of 0.002294, significant at p < 0.05 (3 df). 
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Figure 5. The portions of left- and right branching (and non-verbal in the case of Gawri) Utterance complements. Within 

parentheses the total number of utterances in the data for each language, the absolute number of left- and right branching 

utterances in the diagram.  
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5. Discussion 

The most striking feature when looking at the relative proportions is that although all languages 
studied had a strong majority of LB constructions within their total number of dependent clauses, 
there is a large variation in regard of both the overall proportions, and between the different types 
of dependent clauses. Before closing up on possible explanations for these differences, we shall 
take a closer look at the results found for each language in the study. 

5.1 Gilgiti Shina 

The Gilgiti Shina material is, as has been mentioned above, possibly a bit more conservative than 
the Palula and Kalasha narratives, as it consists of stories told by a grandmother at the turn of the 
new millennium. The data is mainly left-branching; roughly 88% of the complex sentences are left-
branching structures. 
 
What is clear, and not very surprising, is that among the 12% of dependent clauses that are right-
branching we only find complements belonging to the PCU category. No other types of 
complementation and scarcely any adverbial clauses are expressed through right-branching 
constructions. Conforming to Givòn’s fork-like scale between weakly bound and strongly bound 
complements, PCU arguments are naturally the ones most susceptible of being extraposed to the 
end on the clause. Example 4 shows one of the few right-branching Gilgiti Shina complements, a 
perception-construction. (perception complement within bracket). (Example from Radloff & Shakil 
1998:167). 
 
(4) Gilgiti Shina 

cạkéy [to kutúrii ṣóṭer rayaáyek hin] 
cạk-éy to kutúri-e-y ṣóṭo-e-r rayaáy-ek han-in 
look-FUT3s CONJ bitch-OBL-GEN throat-OBL-in necklace-INDEF be-PRES3sf 

‘He saw [that there was a necklace on the dog’s neck].’ 

   
The few right-branching complements are evenly divided between perception-complements 
(look/see), and direct utterances (5 and 6 occurrences respectively). The perception-complements 
seem to be purely right-branching; at least in our material we have no examples of left-branching 
perception complements. Direct utterances on the other hand, can be expressed both through these 
right-branching structures (14% of the total number of utterances) while the uncontestably most 
common branching strategy seems to be left-branching complements, making up 86% of the Shina 
utterances. None of the right-branching complements in the Shina material are introduced by the ki-
construction described in the Background section. Perharps is this due to the possible conservatism 
of the narrator in the material, or due to the limited data. It would be interesting to collect a sample 
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of modern narratives by younger speakers to see if the ki-constructions would be used to a larger 
extent by them. 
 
The left-branching structures are, apart from the portion of utterances (and a single cognition-
complement), mainly adverbial clauses. Perhaps because the narrative discourse type favours them, 
we have more temporal and purpose adverbial clauses than all other types of adverbials added 
together. 

5.2 Palula 

The Palula material is “strongly” right-branching, compared to the Shina data. This is probably due 
to the high number of complement clauses that to a large extent (76%) were right-branching in our 
material, this to a large extent through the use of ki-constructions, especially with PCU-
complements. The only examples we had of left-branching complements were modal complements 
and a few of the utterance complements (2/15, or 14%). 
 
Adverbial clauses were mainly left-branching, especially the temporal adverbial clauses that make 
up the vast majority of the occurrences in the material with only manner and resultative adverbials 
being right-branching. This was expected, as we have seen in Diessel’s illustrated in Figure 3 that 
resultative adverbial clauses do in fact tend to be right-branching cross-linguistically. Example (5) 
shows one of the temporal adverbial clauses, the temporal dependent clause within brackets 
(example from unpublished material). 
 
(5)      Palula 

[kareé so phoó sóona xabaár bhílu hínu 
karée so phoó sáan-a xabaár bhe-íl-u hín-u 

when DEF.MSG.NO

M 

boy pasture-OB news become-PFV be.PRS-MSG 

ki tasíi yaár wíia gíi thaní] tíi 
ki tasíi yaár wíi-a gíi thaní tíi 

COMP 3.SG.REM.GN friend water-OB go.PFV.FSG QT 3SG.REM.OB 

bi teeṇíi zaán wíia gaíli híni  
bi teeṇíi zaán wíi-a gaíl-i hín-i  

SEP REFL self water-OB throw.PFV-F be.PRS-F  

‘[When the boy received the news that his friend had gone into the water], he also threw himself into the water.’ 

5.3 Kalasha 

The modern day Kalasha narratives we have observed, has a relationship between left- and right 
branching structures of roughly 70:30. In our data we find both similarities and discrepancies from 
the patterns already observed in other languages. We can for example see that PCU-complements 
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dominate the portion of right-branching constructions, but a couple of other types of dependent 
clauses are to some extent right-branching, namely purpose and causality adverbial clauses. The 
lion’s share of the Kalasha PCU-complements are utterance complements, a category that seems to 
be expressed through equal parts of left- and right-branching constructions (9 out of 18 in our data). 
They are often expressed through a verb meaning ‘say’ or ‘speak’ together with the conjunction ki. 
In example (6) we see an example of an utterance-complement expressed through the conjunction 
ki (example from unpublished material). 
 
(6)     Kalasha 

Tre banjaano kishti samandari pulis 
tre ba’ja-an=o kiɕˈti  samanˈdar=i  

 
puˈlis  
 

three.NOM  at…o’clock-INSTR=FOC  ship.NOM.SG/PL ocean=ADJ  police.NOM  

amaan [ki “ajo pariu” ghõi] 
a-ˈma-an  ki ajo  paˈr-iu  ˈghõi  

AU=say-PST.A.3P CONJ now  go-PRS.NS.3S  QUOT  
‘At three o’clock, the sea police said [“now it sails”].’  

 
 
Among the left-branching clauses we have a few categories that dominate: temporal, conditional 
and circumstantial adverbials. Also modal complements are purely left-branching in our data. If 
these few occurrences of each type are representative for the language, this also goes well along 
with Givón’s hierarchy of complement integration, that describes modals as strongly bound, and, in 
effect, less likely to be extraposed). 

5.4 Gawri 

Gawri is also strongly left-branching, albeit a bit less than Shina. The main reason it is so strongly 
left-branching is the extensive use of co-subordinate constructions that makes up 70% of the 
complex clauses. This in combination with an extensive use of non-verbal utterance complement 
(as described in e.g. section 3.2.1) have left us with very little data concerning utterances (only 7 of 
the 53 utterances are expressed with a say- or speak-verb). In example (7) we see an example of a 
Gawri co-subordinate compound verb construction. The two verbs in CP form are marked in the 
glossing and bolded in the translation (example from Baart & Sagaar 2004:81). 
 
(7)       Gawri 

mäkē wāskāṭ pā nä āš xō tsǟdir mäy gäṇi 
mäkē wāskāṭ pā nä āš xō tsǟdir-<i> mäy gäṇ-i 

with.me waistcoat also not was then shawl-

OBL 

in tie-CP 

täy hekǟ käčǟl ši täli čhōru    
täy hekǟ käčǟl-<ä> ši täl-i čhōr-u    

then like armpit-OBL in put-CP leave-PERF    
‘I had no jacket, so I wrapped the money in a cloth and kept it under my arm. 
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Of all four languages the Gawri language is probably the least reliable when it comes to the relative 
proportions. The special constructions used in this language would have launched a more extensive 
data search, to compensate for, e.g. the non-verbal utterances, that in the initial stage of this study 
were tagged as ‘complex’. 

5.5 General comparison 

Shina, with 88% of the total dependent clauses studied being LB, can probably be considered 
highly left-branching with scarcely any RB-constructions among the adverbial clauses. Gawri is a 
little less left-branching than Shina, but is still strongly left-branching at 83%, and finally both 
Kalasha and Palula had a total of  69% left-branching complex constructions. What is interesting is 
that, when looking back at the map of geographical distribution of these languages, we note that 
there is a gradual movement from almost fully left-branching languages to languages with an 
increasing portion of right-branching constructions, when moving from Shina in the east, towards 
Kalasha and Palula in the west, closing up on the Afghan border (see Map 4 below, including the 
proportions of left-branching constructions). 
 

 
Map 4. The geographical distribution of the sample languages with the respective total proportions of left-branching 

structures. Used with kind permission from Henrik Liljegren, proportions added by me. 
 
The fact that both Kalasha and Palula, the two languages with a higher degree of right-branching 
structures (mainly through the use of the complementiser ki), are also the two languages closest to 
the Afghan border, raises the question of whether the Iranian languages spoken there have 
influenced them to a greater extent than their neighbours in the east. The marker ki has also entered 
Urdu, a language that due to its use within higher education is a highly influential language. 
 
The borrowing of syntactic markers and in extent new branching structures is not unheard of. 
Thompson et al. tells of two languages, the Uto-Aztecan Yaqui and Otomanguean Isthmus Zapotec, 
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who seem to have borrowed almost all of their subordinating morphemes from Spanish (Thompson 
et al. 2007:267). In Turkish there has also, just as in the Hindukush group, been a similar loan of the 
Persian ki construction which has allowed for Turkish to create right-branching relative clauses 
(Appel & Muysken 1987:159), something that today is “ […] a well established syntactic device in 
modern Turkish, and there is little sense claiming that they are ‘unturkish’, or a stylistically marked 
construction” (Haig 1991:121). The same development has also been seen in Azerbaijani, where 
exposure to Iranian influence “[…] has led to the use in Azerbaijani of a relative construction with 
ki + right branching […]” (Campbell 2000:160).  
 
There are a couple of interesting theories that have been pointed out to us (Liljegren, p.c.) that some 
researchers, e.g. Blake 2001, claim that we globally might be witnessing a large-scale development 
towards a language type represented by internationally dominant languages, which in the future 
might lead to a loss of typological variation between the world’s languages. One example Blake 
brings up is a “long-term unidirectional change” from SOV towards the more dominant SVO basic 
word order (2001:1009). He also points out that function words seem to be borrowed more easily 
than they are generally considered (2001:1015), and as an example of this he mentions the Persian 
ke (ki) that we have discussed above (2001:1018). 
 
Even if Turkish and Azerbaijani seem to have borrowed ki mainly as a relativiser, it seems to have a 
more versatile use in Persian, i.e: “Typologically significant is the existence of a generalized 
complementizer, ke/ki (partially comparable to English that). This complementiser is an enclitic, 
and may introduce most types of subordinate clauses. As such, it precedes them when they follow 
the matrix clause, but is inserted after their first constituent component when they precede the 
matrix clause.” (Windfuhr & Perry 2009:502). In the group presently studied it seems to be used 
mainly with complements (bearing in mind that we have not studied the relative clauses 
extensively). 
 
Another feature common among OV-languages in the area, such as Persian and Uzbek, is that they 
extrapose object like complements to sentence-final position. For Persian, this position is obligatory 
(Noonan 2007:95-96). 
 
Traditionally left-branching languages becoming more right-branching through the loan of a 
grammatical marker, and in these cases more specifically the marker ki, is thus a development that 
has occurred in several languages neighbouring Persian speaking countries. It is not clear whether 
the complementiser has come into the Hindukush languages directly through Persian influence or 
through Urdu, which employs a similar ke-construction – in itself a loan from the Persian marker. It 
is quite likely that Urdu, being the language of higher education of the region, has a higher level of 
influence on the region in question, but the fact that the use of ki is more common close to the 
western border is interesting, and could possibly be due to Pashto-influence (Iranian) in that area. 
 
We also notice that this right branching pattern is centred on certain functions, namely 
complements, i.e. PCU-complements. Especially utterance and perception complements seem 
prone to be expressed through right-branching constructions, which goes along with the integration 
hierarchies presented in section 2.1.3. Conditional and temporal adverbial is in our data exclusively 
expressed through left-branching constructions in all languages in this study.  
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Most of the observed differences in the larger categories (total of dependent clauses; adverbial 
clauses, and complement clauses) are significant at the p-level stipulated, in that it is not a random 
distribution between left- and right branching structures. For the smaller categories, such as 
temporal adverbials, perception complements etc. the results are not significant. The sample is too 
small, and there are too many variations in the data to be able to make the claim of being 
representative for the languages as a whole. However, for a preliminary study such as this one, the 
findings are certainly interesting enough to hopefully perform a more thorough study in the future. 
Further research on a bigger sample with both more data and more languages from the region could 
maybe shed some light on whether we are observing a geographical distribution that holds also for 
other languages. If enough diachronic data can be collected, it would be interesting to see if this 
really is a rather recent diachronic shift towards more right-branching strategies. 

5.1 Conclusions and possible future research 

It seems that Elena Bashir’s proposition that these languages are mainly left-branching holds, when 
we look at the overall picture of complex constructions in the languages studied. One could argue 
that a more precise way of describing the situation would be that the languages in the group are 
highly left-branching in their clause order as a whole, but in certain complementation 
constructions they are highly (maybe even increasingly) right-branching. As we have seen in the 
discussion above, the strong preference for left-branching structures is being challenged in certain 
dependent clause types such as PCU-complements. In all languages but Shina there seems to be a 
preference for right-branching structures with these complement-types, contrary to the over-all 
branching pattern. This could on one hand have a general typological explanation: as was pointed 
out in section 2.1.3 it is not unusual in a cross-linguistic perspective that syntactic constraints forces 
the speaker to “extrapose” certain clausal complements to the end of a sentence. 
 
If we on the other hand consider that we instead of a general typological pattern might be dealing 
with a recent incorporation of more right-branching structures, the future evolution in the area could 
be very interesting. Judging from the grammatical descriptions used, the right-branching 
complements might have gained more importance “recently” (in terms of language change) which 
could signal a budding development in the group where right-branching structures are being 
imported from the west through contact with e.g. Iranian languages, and Urdu (in itself influenced 
by Persian). The fact that the right-branching patterns are stronger in the languages closer to the 
Afghan border could suggest this. The languages in that area are also spoken in and around areas 
where Iranian Pashto is a dominant, whose influence probably already can be seen in Palula 
(Liljegren, p.c.). 
 
One might also note that a portion of 20-25% of the adverbial clauses in the western-most 
languages are right-branching. If there is a development that has started in the “weakest bound” (to 
use Givón’s terms) complements we might see an expansion where the right-branching patterns to 
an increasing extent are used also in more “strongly bound” complements (i.e. modality- and 
manipulation complements), with time moving up Cristofaro’s deranking hierarchy and starting to 
influence the more semantically integrated adverbial types (such as temporal and conditional 
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adverbial clauses). A more thorough study including diachronic material would however be needed 
to confirm this.  
 
At least until now, it does thus seem as if a continuation further north of Hook’s continuum would 
mean a transition back from right-branching to more left-branching Indo-Aryan languages again.  
 
The present study and Hook’s had some major differences that have to be taken into account. 
Hook’s study had a much larger sample of languages which means that he could more readily show 
that the transition from left to right was an areal pattern and not only the possible coincidence of 
studying four languages chosen by convenience. On the other hand, Hook’s study was based on 
translations of only 2 complex sentences, and thus not naturally occurring text, as is the case with 
our data. Hook’s more limited data for each language also makes it impossible to judge to what 
extent the languages are employing a mix of branching strategies within each type of dependent 
clauses, and if certain dependent clause types have a preference for certain branching strategies. 
 
In future studies on the subject there would be a need to include more languages to confirm that this 
truly is a gradual areal transition, as in Hook’s study. Future studies would also benefit from 
including languages from the same region that are not closely related to the Indo-Aryan group 
genealogically, such as Iranian, Nuristani, Tibetan, Turkish and Burushaski languages, as to verify 
whether the possible patterns and traits are areal or genealogical.  
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